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Gun control
in the USA
Simon Lemieux

Simon Lemieux explains why understanding the significance of
guns is to understand (nearly) everything about US politics

Exam links
You will learn about both UK and US politics largely by
studying topics such as the legislature, pressure groups and
the constitution. However, one of the necessary ingredients
for top grades is bringing in relevant material from other
topics through synoptic links. This article shows how the
heated debate over gun control in the USA incorporates
nearly all aspects of modern US politics and government.

T

he debate over guns in the USA neatly reflects
problems and opposing interpretations with
the US Constitution. The 2nd Amendment
in the Bill of Rights refers to the ‘right to
bear arms’. Yet is it as clear-cut as bestowing on every
American the right to possess a potentially deadly
weapon?
Some would argue that yes it does: the wider culture
of independence and individualism logically supports
this inalienable right. An American citizen has the
right to own a firearm to protect themselves, their
family and property from unlawful attack.

2
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Others would argue that this is a simplistic
misreading of the intention of the Founding Fathers.
They would see the amendment in terms of context:
private gun ownership only makes sense when the
preamble to the 2nd Amendment is taken into account:
‘A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security
of a free state…’.
By such an interpretation, gun ownership is only
a right (rather than a state-granted privilege) when
applied to membership of a militia, and thus is clearly
outdated in the modern context. Indeed, in 2018 retired
Supreme Court justice John Paul Stevens described the
2nd Amendment as ‘a relic of the eighteenth century’.
Thus, we have a classic example of constitutional
ambiguity leading to startlingly different conclusions
about what the Constitution actually says, a clear
problem with this revered sovereign document.

The Supreme Court
Where the Constitution is vague, recourse is normally
had to the courts, who are the ultimate arbiters of what
the Constitution means. Here the picture is interesting.
Only in the 2008 landmark case of DC v Heller was
Politics Review April 2020
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the right to individual gun ownership guaranteed.
This offers an excellent example of how the Supreme
Court can ‘discover’ new entrenched rights in the
Constitution, and shows that these rights are not only
those more favoured by liberals, such as gay marriage
or abortion.
US conservatives have little problem embracing
judicial activism and loose constructionism when it
favours their pet causes. The two recent Trump judicial
appointments (Gorsuch and Kavanaugh) suggest a
swing to the right, and thus less chance of any gun
control legislation, state or federal, being deemed
constitutional. Like most other red-button issues in
US politics, debates about gun control inevitably end
up in court, and on a fairly regular basis.

Congress
In theory, the vexed issue of gun control could be
solved by congressional laws. The problem of late
(aside from legal challenges and executive vetoes) is
the inability of Congress to agree on such legislation.
Most of the debate about gun control has centred
around tighter background checks on purchasers and
outlawing certain firearm categories such as semiautomatic weapons. Indeed, such weapons were
banned for 10 years following the passage in 1994 of
the Federal Assault Weapons Ban. Yet such legislation
generally requires bipartisan support and, especially in
the Senate, at least 60 votes to override the filibuster.
Following the 2012 Sandy Hook school shootings
in Connecticut, when six adults and 20 children were

killed, a gun control bill with bipartisan support only
secured 56 Senate votes and thus failed. For many
Americans, Congress’s inability to pass even moderate
gun control measures speaks volumes about it being
a ‘bastion of negation’, where little gets done and
much gets stopped in its tracks. This is also the case
with other complex issues such as healthcare and
immigration reform.

Electoral systems
Among the reasons for this impasse in the legislature
are gerrymandering and the overrepresentation
of smaller, sparsely populated rural states.
Gerrymandering is largely the work of Republicancontrolled state legislatures in the period immediately
after reapportionment and subsequent redistricting
following the 2010 census. The redrawing of
House district boundaries for party advantage has
undoubtedly helped the pro-gun Republican cause.
Even after the 2018 midterms ‘blue wave’ in the
House, Democrats still face an overrepresented
opposition. This is problematic for supporters of gun
control due to distorted representation in the Senate.
Many smaller rural states such as Wyoming and
the Dakotas are both pro-gun and overrepresented.
California, which is strongly pro-gun control, has
roughly one senator for every 20 million voters.
Wyoming has one senator for every 290,000 voters.
The electoral system makes gun control much harder
to achieve, despite a majority of Americans supporting
it in opinion polls.

Dick Anthony
Heller outside the
Supreme Court
following his
successful case
against a firearms
ban in 2008
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
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Pressure groups
No analysis of gun control can ignore that most high profile of interest
groups, the National Rifle Association (NRA). The NRA (and its even more
conservative bedfellow, Gun Owners of America) wields considerable
influence in elections. In 2016, the NRA spent $4 million on direct
contributions to candidates, nearly all Republicans, and $50 million on
wider campaigns, often ‘attack ads’ against Democrats. It is estimated that
the NRA spent around $30 million helping Trump get elected.
For at least the last 20 years, pro-gun groups have outspent groups
advocating a tightening of gun laws. But this changed dramatically in
the 2018 midterms, when gun-control groups, including Giffords and
Everytown for Gun Safety, spent $20.2 million, surpassing the $14.1 million
spent by the pro-gun lobby. The result? A strong showing for pro-gun
control Democrats in the House of Representatives, who managed a net
gain of 25 seats. However, it is debated how far pressure group activity
alone caused this swing, or whether it was due to a wider backlash against
Trump and the Republicans.
What is indisputable is that the spending advantage of the gun-control
lobby did no harm to its cause. We may now be moving towards a more
equal, pluralist model in terms of gun-control and pro-gun pressure

4
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Activity
Group discussion
1 How would you link civil rights to the debate over gun
control?
2 Why do you think gun-control advocates have been able
to achieve much more in the UK than in the USA?

groups, and leaving behind the old elite model where
the NRA dominated campaign spending in this area.
However, the NRA continues to hold considerable sway
over Republican legislators and candidates, not least in
primaries (see pp. 30–33).

Political parties
Along with the issue of abortion, gun control has
become one of the new ‘loyalty tests’ for party
identity and position. As the two parties have moved
further apart ideologically, a process known as

Politics Review April 2020
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The president

Key term
Hyper-partisanship A situation in politics where parties are
strongly opposed to each other on most issues.

hyper-partisanship, so views on gun control have
become more polarised. Few Republicans nowadays
freely admit support for significant gun-control
measures, while there are few staunch defenders of the
2nd Amendment in the Democrat ranks.
A notable exception to this is Democratic congressman Collin Peterson. Perhaps not surprisingly, he
represents the largest and most rural district in the state
of Minnesota. He was also a member of a conservative/
bipartisan country rock band called the Second
Amendments.
As the parties have diverged so much, it is
increasingly difficult to foresee cross-party cooperation
over gun-control reforms.
Families and government
officials at an anti-gun
and anti-NRA rally in
Georgia, 2017

The president remains a major player in the gun debate. Barack Obama
was president during several mass shootings, most notably Sandy Hook.
In 2016, towards the end of his second term, he commented:

‘

We do not have to accept this carnage as the price of freedom.

’

He was subsequently attacked by the NRA as one whose ‘obsession with
gun control knows no bounds.’ Donald Trump has expressed sympathy
and concern after mass shootings, such as the 2017 Las Vegas shooting
where 58 people were killed, the deadliest mass shooting in the USA in
modern times.
Yet neither president achieved much in terms of gun-control measures.
For Trump, this is largely due to the powerful pro-gun lobby in the
Republican Party, though he did issue an executive order in December
2018 that banned ‘bump stocks’. These are devices that convert semiautomatic weapons into fully automatic ones, and several were found
in the possession of Las Vegas shooter Stephen Paddock. More recently,
Trump has emerged as a strong supporter of gun rights. After shootings in
Ohio and El Paso in August 2019 he said that ‘mental illness and hatred
pull the trigger — not the gun’.
Obama would dearly have liked to have done more in terms of gun
control, but major and lasting changes require congressional legislation,
which was not forthcoming. The most a president can do unilaterally is
issue executive orders and seek to shame or persuade legislators.
After the Sandy Hook shooting, Obama issued an executive order
requiring the US Social Security Administration to report disability-benefit
recipients with mental health conditions to the FBI’s background check
system. Trump swiftly reversed the order in 2017, providing an example of
how no president’s executive orders can bind their successors. The issue of
gun control illustrates the relative weakness of US presidents in terms of
controlling domestic legislation, even though they act as ‘consoler in chief ’
after each tragic mass shooting.

Conclusion
Gun control, and the issues surrounding it, epitomises many of the
paradoxes and problems at the heart of US government and politics. To
defenders of gun rights, it showcases the need for power to be dispersed,
with plenty of checks, balances and (arguably) entrenched rights. To guncontrol supporters, it is the deadliest example of gridlock and political
frustration. To those observing US politics from afar, it says much about
the ease with which gridlock can undermine so much of America’s
policy-making.

Resource
BBC article summarising the problems with gun-control reform in the USA:
www.tinyurl.com/u73uysj

NRA for and against
NRA video supporting the 2nd Amendment: www.tinyurl.com/waj7akk
A clip highly critical of the NRA: www.tinyurl.com/t252eek

Simon Lemieux is head of history and politics at The Portsmouth
Grammar School, and author of several politics textbooks.
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exam success

Using sources
successfully in
Edexcel exams
Sarra Jenkins demonstrates the best approach to tackling source questions
form the basis of the paragraphs in an essay.
If you introduce your own argument that
has no clear link at all to the source, this
cannot be credited by your examiners.

Sample source question
Evaluate the view that devolution has
undermined parliamentary sovereignty in
the UK.
(30 marks)

Source

T

he use of sources is an integral part
of the assessment criteria for Edexcel
A-level politics. Sources are used quite
differently in politics compared to other
subjects, such as history. Rather than
reviewing provenance or reliability, the
source provides a series of arguments for
a student to elaborate on, analyse and
evaluate. So how do source questions
appear in the exams?
■ Paper 1 Question 1 is a choice of two
source questions, worth 30 marks in total.

6
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Paper 2 Question 1 is a choice of two
source questions, worth 30 marks in total.
■ Overall, source questions account for
60 out of the 252 marks available for
A-level politics.
■

What is the source for?
The source is designed to outline two
competing sides to a debate. Within it, there
should be a number of arguments identified
on both sides of the debate. You should
identify these arguments and use them to

Under the UK constitutional tradition of
‘parliamentary sovereignty’ devolution
is, in theory, reversible , and the devolved
institutions are products of UK statute . The
legislative framework for devolution was
originally set out in the Scotland Act 1998,
the Government of Wales Act 1998 and the
Northern Ireland Act 1998, although all
three have subsequently been amended .
The UK system of devolution is asymmetric .
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
now all possess executive and legislative
devolution . Those three legislatures
can only pass primary and secondary
laws in devolved areas , with ‘reserved’
matters remaining the responsibility
of Westminster . The UK Parliament can
still legislate in devolved areas , but, under
the Sewel Convention, does ‘not normally’
do so without the explicit consent of the
relevant devolved body . At the start of
2020 there had been neither an executive
nor a fully-functioning assembly in
Northern Ireland since January 2017 . The
assembly elected on 2 March 2017 has not
been formally suspended, as in the past,
and members of the legislative assembly
Politics Review April 2020
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Parliament is sovereign

Parliament is not sovereign

• Reversible

• Devolved bodies have legislative and executive powers

• Parliamentary statute created devolution — asymmetric

• Powers to devolved assemblies have grown — asymmetric

• Parliament has amended and given further powers

• Primary and secondary legislative powers in devolved matters

• Reserved matters

• Parliament does not normally legislate in devolved areas

• Parliament can legislate in devolved areas

• Direct rule has only recently been restored to Northern Ireland

• Lack of functioning government in Northern Ireland
Figure 1 Sample plan
(MLAs) have continued to carry out a range
of activities, most significantly constituency
work. Nor has Westminster introduced
direct rule, as at various points since 1972 .
Adapted from ‘An Introduction to Devolution in the
UK’, House of Commons Library

In this question, you must identify
the arguments in the source that suggest
parliamentary sovereignty has been
undermined (highlighted in orange )
and those that suggest it has not been
undermined (highlighted in blue ). Two
points — the ‘asymmetric’ nature of
devolution and amendments made to it
— could be argued both to be a symptom
of parliamentary sovereignty, but also to
undermine it by giving some devolved
bodies, especially the Scottish Parliament,
quite extensive powers. These are therefore
highlighted in pink .

The plan
Students often lament that they do not
have enough time in exams and therefore
cannot plan. This is a false economy — a
plan will mean you write better essays. For
this question, it is especially important to
plan so you can ensure you are using the
source properly.
Your plan can be short and roughly
sketched out, and should identify all the
arguments in the source and try to pair
them up with their counter-arguments
using arrows. An example is shown in
Figure 1, although in the exam you should
use fewer words and a lot of abbreviations
— this plan is for you, not the examiner.
It is important that the pairs you create
are logically connected. For example,
in Figure 1, ‘reversible’ and ‘direct rule’
have been linked because, despite being
reversible in theory, the prolonged
situation in Northern Ireland seemed
to suggest that the government is not
willing to reverse it in reality. There may
be some arguments that appear not to
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
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have a counter-argument, and you must
be careful not to create false pairs, as this
will undermine your argument (Box 1).

Essay structure
The structure of a source question essay
should be similar to that of other 30-mark
essays. Your introduction should define
any key terms in the question, outline
what you plan to discuss (this should be
drawn from the source) and give a clear
direction for your essay. You then need
paragraphs that analyse the points from
the source and evaluate the arguments,
before reaching a well-justified conclusion.

AO1: knowledge
There is no requirement for massive
amounts of extra knowledge in source
questions, as most of the knowledge is in the
source. You may, however, want to expand
upon these points using your knowledge of
theory and examples to explain something
from the source. For example, explain the
meaning of ‘asymmetric’.

Box 1

Dos and don’ts for
source questions
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Do take highlighters into the exam
with you.
Do find contrasting arguments and
evaluate them against one another.
Do use your own knowledge to expand
upon a point in the source.
Do use short extracts from the source at
the beginning of each paragraph.
Don’t talk about the provenance or
reliability of the source.
Don’t introduce your own arguments into
your essays.
Don’t conclude that both sides are
equally valid — you are being asked for
a judgement.
Don’t use lengthy quotes from the source,
or constantly write ‘It says in the source...’.

AO2: analysis
The key to analysis is showing why the
information you have written about is
relevant to the question that you have
been asked. For example, explaining what
asymmetry of devolution is would only
be displaying knowledge. Showing why
asymmetry of devolution may support
or undermine parliamentary sovereignty
would be analysis.

AO3: evaluation
Evaluation is key to accessing the top
grade. You will be asked to evaluate the
view and so you must create an argument
and show which side you agree with more.
The two sides presented in the source are
not necessarily of equal value, and while
two sides exist, for top marks you have
to show which is more persuasive and
why. For the best marks, you need to do
this throughout your essay, beginning in
your introduction and culminating in a
substantiated conclusion.
The AO3 skill is weighted equally with
AO1 knowledge and AO2 analysis. There
are some simple ways to start thinking
about how to evaluate points in your essays:
■ Is the argument strong or weak? Why?
■ What
is the frequency of your
argument? If it happens all the time, is it
more or less important?
■ How likely is your argument? Something
that might be possible in theory might be
unlikely in reality.
Essay-writing is itself an art. There is no
one structure that is ‘right’, and examiners
reward students who have worked to answer
the question using the source. Following
these guidelines will ensure you are using
the source appropriately, and writing an
essay that will maximise your marks.
Sarra Jenkins teaches politics at
Loughborough Grammar School and
is an experienced writer.
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The UK prime
minister and
cabinet relations
Ben Williams

Ben Williams evaluates the changing significance of
relations between the prime minister and cabinet

William Gladstone and
his cabinet in the 1890s
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Exam links
AQA The relationship between prime minister and cabinet.
Edexcel Factors that govern the prime minister’s selection of
ministers and that affect the relationship between the cabinet
and prime minister.
WJEC The resources of the prime minister and the cabinet
systems in the UK.

I

n a typical liberal democracy, the executive is one of
the three key branches of government (alongside the
legislature and judiciary), all of which interact with
each other via a process of checks and balances. Within
UK politics, the cabinet has become established as one of
the executive branch’s central features. It is a collection
of senior ministers, headed by the prime minister (PM),
without which effective political administration could
arguably not operate or function (Box 1).
In a historical context, the first notable cabinet
ministers emerged as advisers to the monarchs Charles I
and Charles II in the mid-seventeenth century, either
side of the English Civil War. This reflected cautious
democratic and political change that demanded that
both Parliament and government ministers be able to
control and regulate royal powers. It also reflected the
increasing complexity of governing the country, not all
of which could be practically dealt with by an often illprepared monarch.

The evolution of the cabinet
While specific ministerial roles steadily evolved in
offering important political advice to gradually less
powerful monarchs, Robert Walpole is considered to
have been the first formal prime minister, operating
under Kings George I and II between 1721 and
1742. As the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

Box 1
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Key functions of the cabinet

Cabinet reflects the interaction and overlap between two
key branches of the UK political system (executive and
legislature).
As an executive body it draws up policy, makes decisions
and submits proposals to Parliament.
Cabinet coordinates policy-making between government
departments, working with senior civil servants in the
process.
Cabinets keep a check on their prime ministers and hold
them to account when required.
Cabinet promotes collective responsibility. Disunity and
ministerial resignations can weaken both the cabinet and
prime minister.
Cabinet committees carry out important and detailed work,
for example the Committee for EU Exit, Economy and Trade
(XET) looks extensively into the UK’s trade arrangements.

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
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progressed and further democratic change developed,
the constitutional historian Walter Bagehot described
the cabinet as the ‘near fusion’ of the executive and
legislature, ‘a hyphen which joins… a buckle which
fastens’ and the ‘efficient secret’ of the British political
system (1867, The English Constitution).
Such words further illustrated the cabinet’s perceived
importance for effective government. It was not until
1937 that the Ministers of the Crown Act formally
acknowledged cabinet ministers and justified them
with a specific salary for their efforts. As the twentieth
century progressed, the cabinet grew in prominence
and importance.

Cabinet composition
Prime ministers can vary cabinet’s size and
composition, and there is no rule as to the number
of members required. In 2016 Theresa May appointed
a specific cabinet position heading the newly created
Department for Exiting the European Union (DExEU).
A cabinet will generally contain between 20 and
30 members, with each member usually having a
ministerial department to run. Those appointed to
cabinet roles tend to be fairly experienced and senior
politicians, and are usually from the same political
party, although not when there is a coalition, as was the
case between 2010 and 2015 when the Conservatives
and Liberal Democrats were in government together.
Modern prime ministers will try to ensure their
cabinet has a balanced composition in terms of gender,
ethnicity, regional representation, party factions, etc.
The PM will often use their powers of patronage to
appoint key allies and friends to important positions, as
they know they will be loyal. Tony Blair’s relationship
with Peter Mandelson during the ‘New Labour’ era is
a good example.
Boris Johnson’s first selection of cabinet colleagues
created a cabinet that was more diverse in terms of
representing various key groups of British society than

Activity
Using this article, your class notes and textbooks:
1 Define the term ‘prime minister’, using at least two
examples. (100 words)
2 Define the term ‘cabinet’, using at least two examples.
(100 words)
3 Analyse and explain three functions of the cabinet in the
UK. (300 words)
4 Explain and evaluate how and why relations between
prime ministers and their cabinets have differed between
1979 and the present day. (300 words)

Essay planning
To what extent has the balance of power in the UK executive
changed in favour of the prime minister? (500 words in
note form.)

9
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Johnson with
members of
the cabinet,
February 2020

past cabinets, although in political terms it was highly
right wing and Eurosceptic.

Presidential PMs
Although the prime minister is often viewed as ‘first
among equals’ in relation to their cabinet, academic
scholars such as Michael Foley have written about
the rise of the ‘British presidency’, focusing on the
leadership styles of Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair in
office. Observers have noted that such powerful prime
ministers, armed with large parliamentary majorities,
operated in an excessively dominant manner via a
process of spatial leadership.
This analysis suggests that these PMs acted more like
presidents — a role that appears far more important
and significant than anyone else in the political
system. However, in constitutional terms, the UK is not
presidential but parliamentary, and prime ministers
have significant limitations on what they can do, which
principally stem from their cabinet.
Prime minister Margaret
Thatcher had a difficult
relationship with Michael
Heseltine in the 1980s

Professor George Jones claims that some prime
ministers push the ‘elasticity’ of the role too far, i.e.
they overstretch their powers and are brought back into
line by the collective power of cabinet.

Prime ministerial–cabinet relations
Controversial policies can undermine a prime
minister’s authority, e.g. Thatcher and the poll tax
or Blair and Iraq. Personality and policy clashes can
develop between powerful and ambitious rivals, e.g.
Thatcher vs Heseltine, Blair vs Brown, May vs Johnson.
Long-serving PMs can build up both ministerial and
parliamentary enemies within their party. Indeed, it is
considered dangerous to have too many political ‘big
beasts’ outside of the cabinet. Political and ideological
splits within the party can spread to the very top,
with a recent example being May and Brexit, which
poisoned intra-cabinet relations.
A divided and disunited cabinet is often ineffective,
while increased media focus on the prime minister

Box 2

PM–cabinet relations 1979–2019
Margaret Thatcher won three general elections between
1979 and 1987, but she was ousted by her cabinet in 1990.
Tony Blair won three general elections in 1997, 2001 and
2005, but he was forced to resign by his cabinet in 2007 —
earlier than he wanted to.
Gordon Brown faced several cabinet attempts to remove
him between 2007 and 2010.
David Cameron governed between 2010 and 2015 as leader
of a coalition, with five Liberal Democrat cabinet ministers.
Theresa May had to ensure a fine balance between
‘remainers’ and ‘leavers’, before she too was forced out by
her cabinet in 2019.

10
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Table 1 The ten most senior cabinet positions following the reshuffle in February 2020

Cabinet responsibility

Post holder

Details

Prime minister

Boris Johnson

Became prime minister on 24 July 2019. Johnson was returned with an 80-seat majority in
December 2019.

Chancellor of the exchequer

Rishi Sunak

Appointed in February 2020 following Sajid Javid’s resignation. Sunak has been an MP since 2015.

Home secretary

Priti Patel

Appointed in July 2019. Patel is the first woman from a minority ethnic group to hold the office
of home secretary.

Foreign secretary

Dominic Raab

Appointed in July 2019. Raab’s previous cabinet roles include Housing and Courts.

Defence secretary

Ben Wallace

Appointed in July 2019. Wallace is a former army officer and Member of the Scottish Parliament.

Health secretary

Matt Hancock

Appointed in July 2018 by Theresa May. Hancock has held various ministerial roles since 2013.

Justice secretary

Robert Buckland

Appointed in July 2019. Formerly minister of state for prisons.

Education secretary

Gavin Williamson

Appointed in July 2019. Williamson was dismissed as defence secretary in May 2019.

Business secretary

Alok Sharma

Appointed in February 2020. Sharma will be responsible for the COP26 UN climate change
conference in Glasgow in November.

Environment secretary

George Eustice

Appointed in February 2020. His previous ministerial responsibilities were in agriculture.

has sidelined cabinet’s inf luence. Cabinets can
ultimately be bypassed by dominant leaders with large
parliamentary majorities. Tony Blair is often cited as
the classic example, as he appeared to override cabinet
concerns over issues as diverse as the Iraq War and the
Millennium Dome. Similarly, Thatcher removed many
‘wets’ from her Cabinet over the years, until it became
dominated by loyalists (although they still turned
on her in 1990, largely dismayed by her increasingly
dictatorial approach).
Tony Blair utilised sofa politics to deal with cabinet
opposition, where he would meet ministers on a less
formal, one-to-one basis to thrash out a specific policy
position before it got to full cabinet. Powerful and
unelected advisors such as Alastair Campbell under Tony
Blair, or Fiona Hill and Nick Timothy under Theresa
May, can often weaken cabinet influence. It has been
suggested that Dominic Cummings may enjoy similarly
potent powers as a special advisor under Boris Johnson,
as evidenced by the dramatic cabinet reshuffle in
February 2020 (see Table 1).

Cabinet unity
Over recent history, effective prime ministers have
accepted the role of the cabinet in order to secure what
they want to achieve. John Major (1990–97) revived
collective government in the aftermath of Thatcher’s
more dominant and autocratic approach. This was
widely viewed as a positive development that initially
made the executive more productive. Tony Blair
appointed John Prescott (a figure from ‘Old Labour’)
as deputy prime minister between 1997 and 2007, and
this relationship became a mechanism for maintaining
broad cabinet and party unity.
In a similar vein, David Cameron appointed Nick
Clegg as his deputy, primarily to keep the Liberal
Democrats onside during the coalition years. Such
prominent deputies chaired many cabinet committees,
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
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and this role subsequently became an important strategic one
to maintain government focus and stability. Powerful and
relatively successful prime ministers ultimately accept the
need to delegate to trusted loyalists in order to get things done,
which is something that Boris Johnson should note.

Conclusion
The role and significance of the cabinet within a changing
executive model has evolved, developed and changed
in influence throughout the postwar era. Scholars such
as Dunleavy and Rhodes (1990) have referred to a ‘core
executive’ rather than a cabinet structure, which reflects
the addition of non-ministerial and unelected figures to the
inner circle of executive power.
While the UK prime minister’s status has risen during this
era of intense media scrutiny fuelled by 24-hour news, the
internet and social media, cabinet maintains key powers to
control and rein in anyone who seeks to stretch the ‘elasticity’
of the prime ministerial role. Several recent PMs have seen
such cabinet-level power lead to their downfall, and on this
basis the latest incumbent of 10 Downing Street should tread
carefully if he wishes to make a success of the role.
POLITICSREVIEWExtras
For more on the workings of the UK executive, see:
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Socialism
and the
economy
David Tuck

What are the socialist perspectives on economic management?

Exam links
The ‘political ideas’ sections of both AQA and Edexcel
specifications require knowledge and understanding of the
differing views and tensions within socialism concerning
the economy.

S

ocialism is traditionally defined as being
opposed to capitalism. The concept of
socialism has two broad traditions:
■ Revolutionary socialism: Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels argued that socialist values cannot
coexist with capitalism and that there must be a
revolution to create a communist society.
■ Evolutionary socialism: Beatrice Webb (democratic
socialism), Anthony Crosland (social democracy)
and Anthony Giddens (the Third Way) all argued that
capitalism can be reformed but differ on how this can
be achieved.

Revolutionary socialism
Marx and Engels loathed capitalism, believing that it
distorted human nature, society and economy. They
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placed social class as central to their perception of
human history. The state was not a neutral entity
but a mechanism that the elite minority utilised to
disadvantage the majority. The capitalist ruling class
took the surplus value of the workers (the difference
between the wages paid to the worker and the profit
taken by the capitalist), thereby exploiting them.
Marx and Engels argued that capitalism was beyond
reform because of the superstructure (culture, politics,
law, ideology, religion, art and social consciousness),
which is the foundation of society and is reinforced
by the state. The materialism that dominates the
superstructure prevents the subjugated masses from
perceiving their exploitation.
Capitalism supports the interests of the political
elite, who dominate the judiciary, the civil service
and big business, and maintain the status quo. Only
by achieving class consciousness and overturning
capitalism, via a revolution, can workers hope to be
free from economic exploitation.

Evolutionary socialism
Democratic socialism
Beatrice Webb agreed with Marx and Engels about
remodelling the economy to enable common
ownership, but she preferred reform (via parliamentary
Politics Review April 2020
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Table 1 Social democracy

Key idea

Definition

The mixed
economy

A blend of free-market capitalism and
nationalised companies. The rich would
pay higher taxation. By embracing
a mixed economy, social democracy
abandoned Webb’s socialist state that
argued for the abolishment of free-market
capitalism. Crosland also argued that
taxation must not be so punitive that it
acts as a disincentive to wealth creators.

State
management

Crosland favoured Keynesian economics,
whereby the state managed the economy
to deliver continual growth and full
employment. Crosland was influenced by
John Rawls and argued that progressive
taxation would finance increased
welfare spending to facilitate equality of
opportunity and social justice.

The Third Way
POLITICSREVIEWExtras
For advice on answering Edexcel exam
questions about socialism, see:
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/
politicsreviewextras

democracy) over revolution. This commitment was
entrenched by her husband Sidney Webb when he
wrote Clause IV of the constitution of the Labour Party:

‘

To secure for the workers by hand or brain the
full fruits of their industry and the most equitable
distribution thereof that may be possible under
the basis of common ownership and the means of
production, distribution and exchange and the best
obtainable control of each service.

’

Webb believed the evils of capitalism could be
solved by ‘the professional expert’. The state would
grow as a highly trained elite band of administrators,
organising and coordinating economy and society. This
incremental process would see high taxation and more
evenly distributed incomes. This would not be the
absolute equality of revolutionary socialism (as there
would still be wage differences), but the inequality that
remained would be dramatically diminished.

Social democracy
Anthony Crosland disliked the democratic socialism
of Webb because he feared that the high levels of
collectivism threatened individual freedom and
initiative. He advocated social democracy through a
mixed economy and state management (Table 1).
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
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By the 1990s, Anthony Giddens believed that social
democracy was outdated and in need of renewal.
Giddens rejected the ‘cybernetic model’ of socialism,
whereby the state acts as the artificial brain that
manipulates the economy, a concept evident in both
Webb’s common ownership and Crosland’s state
management ideas.
Giddens argued that socialism must embrace
the free market, as the emergence of globalisation
had significantly weakened the effectiveness of the
Keynesian-inspired economic solutions favoured by
Crosland. Giddens demonstrated that free-market
economies generate greater revenues than statemanaged ones, and thought that these revenues should
fund public sector spending to assist society’s poorest.
Giddens sought to combine the economic ideas of
classical liberalism and social democracy to create a
‘Third Way’ (Figure 1).

First Way:

Second Way:

classical liberal
free-market
economy

social democracy,
a state-managed
economy

Third Way:

a synthesis of
both traditions

Figure 1 The Third Way
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Activity
Class debate
1 What are the pros and cons of living in the socialist state
that Marx and Engels envisaged?
2 Should the state pay for all university tuition fees (which
would mean fewer university places) or should students
continue to contribute towards their own education?
3 Is it right for the Third Way to be described as socialism,
given how much it embraces neoliberal ideas of the free
market?

The free-market elements of Giddens’ thinking meant
a remodelling of welfare spending that encouraged selfreliance and means-testing rather than the universal
welfare spending of social democracy. The Third Way
made clear that the state would give all individuals
a hand-up, but not automatic handouts. Likewise, its
enthusiasm for the free market meant that it rejected
the mixed economy and Keynesian-inspired state
management that were still favoured by old-style
social democrats.

Socialism vs socialism
Revolutionary on evolutionary
Post-Marxists (political thinkers writing after Marx
and Engels, and heavily influenced by their work)
have argued that evolutionary socialist governments
continue to fail because capitalism is insidious within
state, society and economy and is incredibly resistant
to reform. Many countries, including the UK, have
experienced socialist governments since the Second
World War, and yet the richest 1% of society continue to
own a disproportionate amount of the wealth (Table 2).
Revolutionary socialism is adamant that nothing less
than socialist insurrection on an international scale
can vanquish the injustices of capitalism.

Evolutionary on revolutionary
Evolutionary socialist thinkers such as Webb, Crosland
and Giddens all dismiss revolutionary socialism.
Webb wrote for all evolutionary socialists when she
concluded that revolutions were ‘chaotic, inefficient
and counter-productive’.
Table 2 Percentage of a country’s
wealth owned by the richest 1%

Country

Percentage

Germany

30%

France

23%

Italy

23%

UK

23%

Australia

21%

Source: Ipsos
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Crosland explicitly criticised Marx and Engels’
theories of revolutionary socialism, arguing that
the internal tensions required in Marx’s dialectic
of historical materialism were not present in
postwar capitalism. Writing in the 1950s, Crosland
concluded that ‘Marx has little or nothing to offer
the contemporary socialist’. Giddens’ key works were
written in the 1990s and like Crosland he concluded
that the ideas of Marx and Engels were obsolete relics
of another age, irrelevant to the modern world.

Criticisms of the Third Way.
Many social democrats were critical of Third Way
politics. Roy Hattersley, who was deputy leader of the
Labour Party during the 1980s and early 1990s, believed
that the Third Way focused too much on equality of
opportunity and neglected the redistribution of wealth
that was needed to facilitate a greater equality of
outcome. An example of this would be the Giddensinspired New Labour reform that introduced university
tuition fees in 1998. New Labour promised to increase
the opportunities for young people to attend university,
but expected them to contribute to the funding (a
neoliberal idea).
Recent Labour leaders have retreated dramatically
from Third Way ideas and free-market economics.
Capitalism is once again something to distrust, and
only an interventionist socialist state can tackle injustice
and inequality. Jeremy Corbyn favoured renationalising
public utilities privatised by the Thatcher governments
of the 1980s, while former shadow chancellor John
McDonnell has described himself as a Marxist.

Conclusion
Socialism does not have a unified vision of capitalism
or economic management. Revolutionary socialists
see capitalism as a distortion of human nature that
is incapable of reform and must be swept away by a
communist society. Evolutionary socialism believes
capitalism can be reformed of its worst excesses,
though it remains divided on how this can be achieved.

Exam-style questions
1 Explain and analyse three ways in which socialist thinkers
have viewed capitalism.
(9 marks, AQA-style)
2 To what extent do socialists agree about the economy?
Use appropriate thinkers you have studied to support
your answer and consider both sides in a balanced way.
(24 marks, Edexcel-style)
See ‘Exam eye’ (p. 15) for guidance on answering these questions.

David Tuck is head of politics at Stamford School,
and an experienced author and examiner.
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exam eye

Socialism and the economy
Lucy Ryall provides examination advice relating
to David Tuck’s article on socialism on pp. 12–14
AQA-style 9-mark question
Explain and analyse three ways in which
socialist thinkers have viewed capitalism.

Opposition to capitalism is at the core of
socialist thinking. However, the different
strands of socialism have slightly different
views on how to deal with capitalism:
■ Revolutionary socialists, such as Marx
and Engels, do not believe that socialist
values can exist with the persistence of capitalism. Capitalism is an inherently negative force whereby the minority bourgeoisie
oppress the proletariat (working class). This
oppression is often not perceived by those
experiencing it. Thus, the only way to solve
this problem is through revolution.
■ Democratic socialists, while agreeing
with Marx and Engels on capitalism’s persistent negative effects, do not agree with
revolution. Beatrice Webb believed that
the problems caused by capitalism can
be remedied through reform. This would
address inequality within capitalism, with
high taxation leading to more evenly distributed incomes. This form of society
would be a more planned and expected
society, moving away from the unpredictability of capitalism.
Later democratic socialists distanced
themselves from revolutionary socialists
with Anthony Giddens’ development of
the Third Way. This was a mix of classical
liberalism’s ideas of a free-market economy
and social democracy’s state-managed
economy. Giddens wanted socialists to
embrace free markets, as they generate
greater revenues that state-funded ones,
and then these revenues could be used to
assist the poorest in society.

Edexcel-style 24-mark question
To what extent do socialists agree about
the economy? Use appropriate thinkers you
have studied to support your answer and
consider both sides in a balanced way.

The first thing to consider here is what the
question is asking. The question wants you
to judge ‘to what extent…’. This means
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
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looking at multiple aspects
of the question and making
a judgement, not simply
stating the two sides. It is
also asking you to focus on
how socialists agree on the
economy, so be sure to start
with that.
Socialists agree on the
broader issues on the economy, but their disagreements run much deeper on how to deal
with the economy and capitalism. Here are
some points that will help when considering how socialists agree about the economy:
■ All socialists agree that capitalism has
negative effects. This is seen in Marx and
Engels’ work, primarily The Communist
Manifesto. They argued that capitalism
benefitted only a small minority (the
ruling class) while most others (the
workers, known as the proletariat) were
exploited by capitalism.
■ All forms of socialism want to create
a fairer society. Beatrice Webb, while
not advocating revolution like Marx and
Engels, argued that the evils of capitalism
could be solved by the ‘professional
expert’. They would put in place a system of
high taxation and more evenly distributed
incomes. While this would not match the
changes revolutionary socialists would get
with revolution, it would do a great deal to
decrease inequality.
■ Anthony Crosland disagreed with
Webb’s social democracy, but still
advocated for a system that would create
a fairer society. He believed in a mixed
economy with state management. The
state would manage the economy and
ensure full employment with increased
welfare spending funded by higher taxes.

Reform vs revolution
Disagreements among socialists mean it is
hard to reconcile the ideology and to see a
way forward for all socialists.
As the name suggests, revolutionary
socialists like Marx and Engels believe

Marx and Engels

that in order to overthrow capitalism,
revolution is needed. This revolution
must be created by the exploited working
class. After a transitional period a classless
society would be formed where there
would be equality.
Evolutionar y socialists, such as
Beatrice Webb, disagree with this. They
see socialism being achieved through the
ballot box. Working-class people would
vote for socialists in elections, allowing
socialism to evolve peacefully, without
revolution. Similarly, Anthony Crosland
criticises revolutionary socialists because
he argues that the necessary tensions in
society needed for revolution no longer
exist in a post-war society, making it
impossible for Marx and Engels’ vision of
socialism to come about.
Many socialists disagree with the development of Anthony Giddens’ Third Way,
which is a combination of the classical
liberal free market economy (‘the first
way’) and social democracy and a statemanaged economy (‘the second way’).
Many of the ideas behind the Third Way
differ from social democracy. For example,
social democrats believe that workers
should belong to trade unions that have the
ability to bargain and prevent exploitation.
However, while the Third Way believes that
unions should ensure fair practice in the
workplace, it also acknowledges that wages
are driven by the market.
Lucy Ryall teaches politics at Poole
High School.
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Socialism and the L
The Labour Party has emerged from diverse but largely complimentary
groups, factions and socially and ideologically distinct strands

Marx and Engels
The beliefs of Karl Marx (1818–83) and
Friedrich Engels (1820–95) that capitalism
was corrupt, and that society’s elite used the
mechanisms of the state to oppress the working
class, were a key influence on the Labour Party.
This influence is still evident, with Labour’s
shadow chancellor at the time of the 2019
general election, John McDonnell, stating:

I am a socialist and that contains an
element of understanding of Marx’s
analysis of capitalism.
However, historically, the Labour Party
leadership has always rejected the
revolutionary solutions of Marxism and
favoured reforming capitalism.

1906 The Labour
Representation
Committee wins 29
seats in the general
election. It combines
with the Fabian Society
and various trade
unions to form the
Labour Party.
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Beatrice Webb
(1858–1943)

Rosa Luxemburg
(1871–1919)
While the Labour Party rejected her revolutionary
ideas, Luxemburg’s belief that capitalism drives
imperialism and conflict influenced the pacifist
element of the Labour Party, who oppose
warfare. Former Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn
was influenced by such ideas.

1914–18 The First
World War heralds
vast socioeconomic
and political changes,
drawing working-class
support further away
from the Liberal Party.

1924 The first Labour
government — a
short-lived minority
administration —
collapses after
9 months.

Webb’s democratic socialism argued for
reform: overthrowing capitalism via the
ballot box. A socialist state would see the
free-market economy gradually nationalised
as the workers obtained common ownership.
Postwar Labour governments were only
partially swayed by her economic ideas,
nationalising state utilities but allowing
private companies to exist in a free market.
Webb’s ‘Minority report’ to the Royal
Commission on the Poor Laws (1909) was
a key influence on the development of the
post-war welfare state.

1929 Ramsay
MacDonald leads the
first majority Labour
government, which
splits in 1931 over
its response to the
challenges of the
Great Depression.

1945 Following the
end of the wartime
coalition, the Labour
Party under Clement
Attlee wins a majority
of 159 seats to
implement the most
radical programme of
economic and welfare
reforms seen in the UK.
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Labour Party
Activity
Make notes for discussion on the following questions:
1 What are the core principles that unite the socialist thinkers?
2 What are the main tensions or disagreements in their views?
3 How and why has the Labour Party been influenced by the
socialist thinkers?

Anthony Crosland (1918–77)
Crosland’s The Future of Socialism (1956) profoundly influenced the Labour
Party in the post-war period. He dismissed Marxism as irrelevant and Webb’s
socialist state as flawed. Social democracy became the first branch of socialism
to recognise a positive role for the free market. State intervention, via
Keynesian regulation of the economy, would ensure continual full employment
and economic growth. Progressive taxation would help fund the welfare state
and the social engineering required to create an egalitarian society.

1964 and 1974
Challenging the
consensus that had
characterised the 1950s
and early 1960s, Labour
Party governments
under Harold Wilson
seek to modernise
the UK socially and
economically, but falter
due to weak growth.

1983 A lurch to the
left under Michael Foot
sees Labour perform
at its lowest level since
1918, winning just
27% of the national
vote.
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1997 Tony Blair’s
modernisation of the
party results in three
successive election
victories for centrist
‘New Labour’, after
the abandonment of
traditional policies,
such as nationalisation.
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Anthony Giddens (1938–)
Giddens argued that economic state management was redundant
in the age of globalisation. He embraced the efficacy of the
free market and communitarianism to create a ‘Third Way’ of
thinking between classical liberalism and social democracy (see
pp. 13–14). Giddens’ ideas influenced Blair’s Labour governments
that favoured equality of opportunity over equality of outcome. To
that end, public spending was focused on improving infrastructure
and education rather than the economic and social engineering
favoured by Crosland’s social democracy.

2019 Under Jeremy
Corbyn’s leadership,
the party’s share of the
vote falls from 40%
in 2017 to 32% at the
2019 general election,
with seats declining
by 59 to 203 (31% of
Commons seats, and
Labour’s lowest seat
share since 1935).

Nick Gallop and David Tuck are
members of the editorial board for
POLITICS REVIEW.
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The right

to vote
Andrew Colclough
Is there sufficient access
to voting in the UK?
Should prisoners and
16- to 17-year-olds have
the right to vote?
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Exam links
AQA Democracy and participation: debates regarding gender,
class, ethnicity and age, suffrage as a human right.
Edexcel Democracy and participation: a wider franchise and
debates over suffrage, the work of a current movement to
extend the franchise.

T

he right to vote is often referred to as
either having suffrage or the franchise. To
disenfranchise a voter means to take the vote
away from them. Despite major historical
growth in the number of people entitled to vote, there are
ongoing concerns about the franchise. Restrictions based
on gender and class have been removed, and voting was
extended to 18-year-olds in the Representation of the
People Act 1969. So what are these ongoing concerns?

Lowering the voting age
UK voters must be aged 18 or over, though in 2014
16–17-year-olds were allowed to vote in the Scottish
independence referendum. Over 80% of 16–17-yearolds registered, and that age group will now be able to
vote in Scottish Parliament elections, with the Welsh
Assembly likely to follow.
Labour and the Liberal Democrats supported votes
for 16–17-year-olds in their 2017 manifestos. In 2019
Labour proposed an amendment to the election bill
to enfranchise 16–17-year-olds. This was rejected by
Boris Johnson, who stated that it would not have been
‘logistically possible’.
The group Votes at 16 and the National Union of
Students are campaigning for voting rights for younger
people. In 2017 an e-petition to reduce the voting age
received nearly 15,000 signatures.

likely to be typical in the future. Young people usually
have a low turnout in elections and only a small number
were motivated to sign the e-petition calling for change.

Prisoner voting rights
The UK has a complete ban on prisoner voting (Box 1).
In 2005 the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
ruled in Hirst v UK that this broke the European
Convention on Human Rights. The UK Parliament
voted to defy the ECtHR, retaining the ban.
Successive governments have considered compromise
measures, such as a ban for those with sentences greater
than 12 months. In 2018 the Scottish Equalities and
Human Rights Committee recommended the end of
the ban. Prisoner voting rights are supported by the
Howard League for Penal Reform.

Arguments for
Everyone over a given age should have the unconditional
right to vote. Prisoners will usually return to society
and are affected by government policies, both in and
out of prison. A ban means that they are unfairly
removed from the democratic process. Two people
who get the same length of sentence may be treated
differently, as one may serve their sentence during a
general election period, whereas the other may not.

Argument against
Removal of the right to vote should be part of a prisoner’s
punishment. By committing a crime, prisoners have shown
that they cannot take responsibility for their actions, and
therefore they should have the vote taken away from
them. Citizens have key duties in society and should have
some rights removed if they do not fulfil those duties.
Former prime minister David Cameron said that the idea
of prisoners voting made him feel ‘physically ill’.

Arguments for

Registration and voter ID rules

Younger people have more access to information via
social media and the internet, helping them to be
better informed on political issues. Sixteen-year-olds
are qualified to make judgements about their lives
and are strongly affected by political decisions such as
university tuition fees and Brexit.
Voter turnout among the young is generally low, but
16–17-year-olds may be more likely to vote than their
18–21-year-old peers. They are likely to be living with
parents, who may encourage them to vote. This could
lead to a lifetime of voting.

Voter registration refers to the formal process by
which people register to vote. In the UK this involves
completing a short form, which can be done online. The
Electoral Registration Act 2013 removed the possibility
of one person in a house registering everyone, requiring
each individual to complete a form.

Arguments against
Extending the franchise arguably gives votes to those
who do not have sufficient understanding of complex
issues. The bias of peers, parents or social media may
lead to ill-informed voting.
Evidence from other countries suggests that 16–17-yearolds do not have sufficient motivation to vote, suggesting
that the Scottish referendum registration figure is not
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
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Box 1

Is voting really a right?

There are competing views about the justification for rights.
Some people argue that rights are natural or absolute. This
means that rights are something that we all hold as humans,
and that cannot be taken away. For liberal thinkers such as
John Locke, some rights are inalienable.
For more conservative thinkers, rights are dependent on
carrying out certain duties or fulfilling key obligations. This
helps to explain why liberals and conservatives are likely to
have different views on prisoner voting rights.
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Should British
prisoners continue
to be excluded
from voting?

The Electoral Commission has calculated that there
are nearly 8 million people missing from the electoral
register. This number has increased since the 2013 Act.
The government included plans in the Queen’s
Speech in 2019 to require photo ID for all elections.
In 2018, trials were held requiring voters to take photo
identification with them to the polling station for the
first time. It estimated that 3.5 million electors don’t
have an acceptable form of photo ID.
The Electoral Commission suggests there were only
28 cases of voter fraud in 2017, i.e. 0.0004% of the UK
electorate committed voter fraud.

Arguments for
The proposed changes are necessary to prevent voter
fraud. This is essential in order to protect the democratic
process from abuse, by ensuring that people do not
vote when they are not allowed to. There is nothing
discriminatory about this: anyone can register and
anyone can obtain the relevant ID.

Activity
1 Consider the three areas of concern: voting rights for
16–17-year-olds, voting rights for prisoners, and registration
and voter ID rules. For each of these areas, debate which
side of the argument is stronger. Identify and record useful
evaluative language or approaches.

Arguments against
The registration regulations have caused a major drop in
voter registration. Voter ID requirements will add to this
problem. This undermines representative democracy
because, in practice, it disenfranchises millions of
people by making it harder to vote. The majority of
the 3.5 million people without acceptable photo ID are
likely to be from disadvantaged backgrounds.
These changes could reduce turnout among Labour
supporters and help the Conservatives to win elections.
It can be seen as a deliberate attempt to distort the will
of the people. There is very little evidence that voter
fraud is a problem.

Sufficient suffrage?
People in the UK enjoy much greater access to free and
fair voting than in many other countries, but there are
still criticisms of the UK approach to voting rights,
and evidence that accessing the vote is becoming more
difficult. For each of the three areas above, you should
be able to evaluate and justify your view on the extent
to which there is sufficient access to voting.

Resources
The Electoral Commission’s evaluation of voter ID rules:
www.tinyurl.com/vkbjyme
www.votesat16.org

2 Discuss the view that it is a duty of the government to
maximise turnout.
3 Reflect on the December 2019 general election. Does this
support or oppose the view that there is sufficient access to
voting in the UK?
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ideas and thinkers

Edmund Burke and
the American and
French revolutions
Emily Jones explains how the founder of modern conservatism
could support the American Revolution while criticising the French Revolution

Exam links
Political ideas topics require knowledge of
conservatism and its core ideas regarding
the individual, freedom and role of the state,
including the views of key thinkers.

T

oday, Edmund Burke (1729–97) is
presented as the ‘founder of modern
conservatism’, focusing in particular on
his impassioned critique of the French
Revolution, Reflections on the Revolution in
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France (1790). From this, Burke’s distinctive
brand of ‘traditional’, historic conservatism
— usually summarised as a belief in the
organic nature of society and politics;
reverence for history and tradition; and
respect for religion, property and order
— has been extracted, and the centrality
of Burke to conservatism as either an
intellectual (small ‘c’) or political (capital
‘C’) tradition is beyond dispute.
This legacy is the product of a long
historical process that gradually but
decisively distilled Burke’s work (an assort-

ment of writings, letters and speeches) into
an ever-convenient political philosophy of
conservatism — a body of thought that is
deeply connected to British conservatism.
When we ask different sorts of questions,
however — such as what did Burke think he
was doing, and how did he understand his
own principles — the picture becomes far
more complex.

Who was Edmund Burke?
Burke was born in Dublin to a Catholic
mother and a converted Anglican father.
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He established his literary reputation
through publications such as the treatise A
Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our
Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757),
before entering Parliament in 1765.
On securing a seat, Burke worked under
the patronage of the Whig grandee Lord
Rockingham, and his most celebrated
contributions to political issues of the
time include his Thoughts on the Cause
of the Present Discontents (1770), which
attacked royal prerogative and defended
party government, and his speeches on the
American crisis (1774–75). Burke earned a
reputation as a great rhetorician, a promoter
of Whig principles and a reformer of abuses
such as the position of Catholics, the slave
trade, political economy and the alleged
corruption of the governor-general of India,
Warren Hastings.
However, Burke opposed parliamentary
reform from at least the early 1780s, in
sharp contrast to his friend, prominent
Whig Charles James Fox. Burke’s political
status went into decline following the
death of his patron Rockingham in 1782.
When the French Revolution broke
out in 1789, Burke was quick to judge it
a disaster at a time when almost all his
contemporaries were rejoicing at the
downfall of a rotten ancien régime. As revolution turned to terror, however, Burke
was praised as prophetic by former opponents, including King George III, though
his intense obsession with the revolution
caused both his friends and detractors
concern. By the time of his retirement in
1794 and his death in 1797, Burke’s irritable temper and uncompromising belief
in the terrible danger that the revolution
posed to mankind — and more specifically
to Britain — had split the Whigs and left
him with few close allies.
This historical picture contrasts vividly
with the received view of Burke we encounter
today. In particular, modern students of
Burke struggle to understand his reaction to
the American and French revolutions: how
could he support one but not the other? Was
Burke intellectually inconsistent, becoming
more reactionary later in life?

sympathies towards America. For Burke, as
for many Whigs, what was important was
constitutional balance — and this included
royal power as well as popular opinion.
Burke’s Whiggism upheld the ‘balanced’ or
mixed English constitution of crown, House
of Lords and House of Commons connected,
at its core, to the established church.
In the American case, Burke saw Lord
North’s Prohibitory Act of December
1775 — which blockaded the conduct of
American trade — as an act of war against
the colonies. This, for Burke, provided
the right to rebellion on the basis of selfdefence. However, as the historian Richard
Bourke demonstrates, Burke conceptualised
this as a move for restoration, and not
insurgency in the name of innovation. It
was not a destructive move, and indeed
Burke maintained his belief in the right
to resist throughout his life, including in
Ireland in the 1790s.
The essential question for Burke was
what came afterwards — what system of
government would follow? For him, the
American example demonstrated how

modern empires needed to be mindful
of their susceptibility to coercive and
dominating practices. In advocating for
minimal standards of imperial conduct,
Burke provided a distinct approach to what
ethical imperial governance should look
like. Burke’s Irish background — and his
historical research into the brutality and
confiscation of the seventeenth century — is
therefore crucial in understanding his views
on America and France, based as they were
on his concerns about conquest and empire.

Not so glorious
Burke’s English radical and Foxite Whig
contemporaries saw in the French Revolution
a popular rebellion against despotic power,
mimicking the 1688 Glorious Revolution,
when parliament decreed that the succession
to the throne must be Protestant and
established the system of parliamentary
government. Burke was not convinced.
To him, what was happening in France
was a much more destructive threat to the
existing state, but also to fundamental
norms of civilised society such as property

Views on America and France
Burke himself saw his behaviour —
and the Whig principles that underlay
his actions — as consistent. To him,
opposing developments in France was in
keeping with the beliefs that extended his
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and religion. Jacobinism was not restoration,
but innovation: the newly created National
Assembly and the eventual removal of the
royal veto (not to mention the execution of
Louis XVI in 1793) had created a popular
chamber without effective constitutional
restraints, unlike in Britain. What’s more, for
Burke this was not simply a French problem,
and the threat of contagion was real: what
if revolutionary fever crossed the channel?
Historian Linda Colley argues that
Burke saw the revolutionaries of 1789 as
guilty of treating France like a country
of conquest. By imposing new, contrived
systems of government, the revolutionaries
were brutally destroying ‘all vestiges of the
ancient country, in religion, in polity, in
laws, and in manners’, so as to re-mould
France’s inhabitants in accordance with
their own ideas.
This was not a form of liberation that
would lead to stability and peace, because
to Burke conquest and tyranny were not
freedom. It is suggestive, as Colley notes,
that nowhere in Reflections, with its fervent
criticism of the new French constitution,
does Burke criticise or even mention the
US Constitution.

Resolution
Yet for generations, readers have found
the ‘two Burkes’ of America and France
difficult to reconcile. Essentially, the
confusion exists only if, in the words of
the Victorian historian Leslie Stephen,
you believe that someone who supports
one revolution is bound to support all
revolutions, whatever their causes,
motives, tactics or aims. Consistency, in
this sense, relies on hindsight creating
simple narratives of ‘progress’ and
‘reaction’: are you a ‘goodie’ or a ‘baddie’?
It also relies on an incredibly broad
definition of revolution that encompasses
both resistance to an established order
and creating an entirely new regime.
To Burke, therefore, it was clear that the
Americans began by appealing to older
imperial arrangements before being forced

Activity
Class debate
Why did Burke have such different attitudes to
the French and American Revolutions?

into the position of militant self-defence,
and that what was happening in France was
nothing like what Britain had experienced
in 1688. In contrast, the French were
proceeding on lines that would destroy
the stability of society in France and — if
Burke’s nightmares came true — Britain.

Resources
Video discussion of Edmund Burke:
www.tinyurl.com/rtdspdf
Bourke, R. (2015) Empire and Revolution:
The Political Life of Edmund Burke, Princeton
University Press.
Colley, L. (2014) ‘Empires of Writing: Britain,
America and Constitutions, 1776–1848’, Law
and History Review, pp. 237–66.

Dr Emily Jones lectures in history
at the University of Manchester.
Her book Edmund Burke and the
Invention of Modern Conservatism,
1830–1914 won the Longman-History
Today Award in 2018.
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case study

The Northern Ireland A

Stormont, Belfast

In January 2020 the main Northern Ireland parties
agreed a power-sharing coalition. Mark Chesterton
explains that you have to understand the country’s history
to make sense of the Northern Ireland Assembly

T

he processes and institutions of devolution in Northern Ireland are considerably different from those in Scotland and
Wales, for the following reasons:
■ The troubled history of Ireland.
■ The composition of the Northern
Ireland Assembly.
■ The continued disputes between nationalist and unionist parties since 1998.

A troubled history
An understanding of Northern Ireland’s
position in the UK can only be achieved by
studying its history. Since 1800, when direct
rule from Westminster was introduced,
Ireland has been divided between those
who want to maintain the union and those
who favour home rule.
The 1910 election was a perfect
example of this. The Irish Parliamentary
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Party, which campaigned for home rule,
dominated. But a pocket of unionist
support prevailed in Protestant-dominated
Ulster (Figure 1).
A plan for home rule became law in 1914,
but was suspended with the outbreak of the
First World War. A nationalist revolt known
as the Easter Rising of 1916 demonstrated
Irish frustration at the delay. The severe
British government response to the Easter
Rising turned Irish public support towards
campaigns for full independence, especially
that of political party Sinn Féin.
The resulting Anglo-Irish War (1919–
21) between the Irish Republican Army
(IRA) and government forces produced the
Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921. This created
Northern Ireland, which remained in the
union and had a devolved parliament
in Belfast.

Exam links
You need a clear understanding of the devolved
institutions that were established under New
Labour. While the Scottish Parliament and
Welsh Assembly are often easily understood
and integrated into answers, this is not always
the case with the Northern Ireland Assembly.

Key terms
Confidence-and-supply agreement When
a party supports the governing party on
motions of confidence and the budget.
Good Friday Agreement A landmark treaty
in 1998 that created the current Northern
Ireland Assembly as well as other institutions
aimed at maintaining peace.
Home rule A nineteenth-century campaign
to achieve a devolved parliament in Dublin.
Nationalists Supporters of rights for
Catholics and the reunification of Ireland.
Provisional IRA An armed group committed
to forcing reunification. Formed in 1969, it
disarmed under supervision in 2005.
Unionists Supporters of Northern Ireland’s
continued union with the UK.
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d Assembly

Box 1

Northern Ireland
political parties
Democratic Unionist Party (DUP)
Founded in 1970, the DUP are the dominant
unionist party. They have won the most votes
in all NI elections since 2003 and campaigned
to leave the European Union in 2016. They
align themselves with the Conservatives
in Westminster but are more right wing on
issues such as abortion and LGBT rights.

N

Ulster Unionist Party (UUP)

Belfast

The UUP governed Northern Ireland from
1921 until 1972. They were the largest party
until 2003. Since then they have participated
in coalition governments, but have refused
ministerial positions since 2015 and been part
of the formal opposition.

Sinn Féin
Trinity
College
Dublin

Dublin

Sinn Féin has been the largest republican
party since 2001. Sinn Féin MPs have never
taken seats in Westminster, as they refuse
to accept it as a legitimate government for
Northern Ireland. They have used Northern
Ireland’s majority vote for remaining in the
EU as impetus to push for unification with the
Republic of Ireland.

Social Democratic and Labour
Party (SDLP)

Conservatives and Liberal Unionists

The SDLP was the largest republican party
in Northern Ireland until 2001. It has always
rejected the use of violence in pursuit of a
united Ireland, and has taken its seats in
Westminster. In 2016 it followed the UUP
into opposition.

All-For-Ireland League

Alliance Party

Liberals

A cross-community party that has seen its
vote share increase from 3.7% in 2003 to
7.7% in 2011. The Alliance Party is popular
with younger voters and held the crosscommunity positions of speaker in the
assembly (1999–2007) and justice minister
(2010–16). They aim to stress what unites
Northern Ireland and campaign against the
use of sectarian banners and flags.

Irish Parliamentary Party

Independent Nationalists

Figure 1 1910 general election results for Ireland

The Troubles
Later in the twentieth century this
arrangement was thrown into question
during the period known as ‘the Troubles’.
A summary of events is below:
■ In 1967 the Northern Ireland Civil
Rights Association (NICRA) was formed
to campaign against discrimination
against Catholics in Northern Ireland.
■ British Army troops were deployed to
control the new armed campaign of the
Provisional IRA.
■ On Sunday 30 January 1972 the
British Army killed 13 civilians during a
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
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NICRA march in Derry. Known as ‘Bloody
Sunday’, this event marked the start of a
chaotic year that resulted in direct rule
from Westminster being reinstated.
■ A border poll was held in 1973 to
determine whether Northern Ireland
should remain in the UK or be united
with the Republic of Ireland. The poll
saw 98.9% vote in favour of remaining
in the UK, but with a turnout of 58.7%
it was clear that Catholics had boycotted
the poll.
■ The reintroduction of a devolved
government was attempted in 1974 and

1982 but no lasting settlement could
be reached.
■ Violent struggle continued until the
1990s. Overall, more than 3,000 people
were killed in the conflict. Nine republican
prisoners died while on hunger strike in
1981 and an IRA bomb was detonated
at the Conservative Party conference in
Brighton in 1984, killing five people.
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A mural in Derry
showing a famous
image from Bloody
Sunday, January 1972

After a lengthy peace process
during the 1990s, the Good Friday
Agreement was reached in 1998.

■

Power-sharing devolution
Following the Good Friday Agreement,
it was vital that the new Northern
Ireland Assembly be designed to
heal communal conflict. Therefore,
the composition and powers of the
assembly are unique.
Northern Ireland has a triple
division of powers due to the previous
devolution in 1921:
■ Westminster keeps control of
excepted matters, e.g. national security.
■ The Northern Ireland Assembly
has power over transferred matters, e.g.
education.
■ There are also reserved matters, e.g.
broadcasting, which are powers that
Westminster retains but could be
devolved in certain circumstances.
Northern Ireland also has a
distinct party system. The main UK
parties tend not to field candidates
in elections, and parties are mostly
divided on unionist and nationalist
lines (Box 1).
The assembly has been designed to
prevent dominance by either unionist
or nationalist parties. This has been
achieved using the following features.

Designation
Members of the legislative assembly
(MLAs) must designate themselves as
either ‘unionist’, ‘nationalist’ or ‘other’.
In 2017 the assembly contained 40
unionists, 39 nationalists and 11
‘others’.

Cross-community voting
Key
decisions
require
crosscommunity voting:
■ Parallel consent is where a motion
needs the support of half the MLAs
in total and half the unionist and
nationalist MLAs also.
■ A
weighted majority requires
support from 60% of total MLAs
and at least 40% of unionists and
nationalists.
Tánaiste Simon Coveney, Taoiseach Leo Varadkar, Boris
Johnson and Northern Ireland secretary Julian Smith
meeting deputy first minister Michelle O’Neill and first
minister Arlene Foster at Stormont, January 2020
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Petitions of concern
If any motions concern MLAs, then
the signatures of 30 of the 90 MLAs
can trigger a cross-community vote.
Politics Review April 2020
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Table 1 Has devolution proved successful in Northern Ireland?

Successes

Failures

Power-sharing has made it harder for
paramilitary groups to recruit members. The
police are more respected.

The only period of extended devolved
government was 2007–17. Even this period
saw tensions boil over, when the UUP left the
coalition in 2015.

Reduced unemployment and an increase in
foreign investment

The petition of concern has become a political
tool and all major parties have expressed a
desire to change it. For example, it was used
by the DUP to block Sinn Féin amendments
to welfare reforms in 2012, and to block
a proposal on same-sex marriage in 2015
despite a majority of MLAs voting in favour.

The Northern Ireland Assembly has a good
record on private members’ bills, with 34%
becoming law compared with Westminster’s
5%.

Northern Ireland lags behind the Republic of
Ireland and the rest of the UK on issues such
as abortion and LGBT rights, due to sectarian
disagreements over these topics.
There remain concerns over oversight and
corruption following the RHI scandal.

Box 3

Impacts on UK politics
Northern Ireland parties play an important
role at Westminster. The best example of this
in recent years was the confidence-andsupply agreement Theresa May negotiated
with the DUP after the 2017 general election.
The funding of devolved assemblies remains a
controversial issue. Studies in 2016/17 showed
that a Northern Ireland resident enjoys 24%
more public spending than a resident of
England, while contributing 21% less through
taxation. This issue gained greater public
attention when May’s deal with the DUP
promised Northern Ireland an extra £1 billion
over 2 years. The Tories and the DUP were
accused of a ‘grubby little deal’ by the
Scottish National Party.
When direct rule is returned to Westminster, a
number of issues arise:

Shared executive
The first minister and deputy first minister
must be the leaders of the largest party
within each designated block (nationalist
or unionist). If one resigns, the other
ceases to hold office.
The eight ministerial positions are
divided in proportion to party strength in
the assembly (Box 2).

Conflict and suspension
Since 1998 the assembly has been
suspended five times, causing direct rule
from Westminster to be reintroduced:
■ 11 February–30 May 2000
■ 10 August 2001 (for 24 hours)
■ 22 September 2001 (for 24 hours)

Box 2

Selecting Northern
Ireland ministers
The eight ministers are selected by the
D’Hondt method, with the exception of the
minister for justice, who is selected by a crosscommunity vote. The D’Hondt method allocates
the ministerial positions according to the
proportion of votes each party has received.
The executive committee is thus an enforced
coalition. Meetings are chaired by the first
and deputy first ministers and they seek
unanimous decisions wherever possible. If
this cannot be achieved then a majority vote
is accepted, but votes from 30 ministers can
trigger a cross-community vote on the issue in
question (a petition of concern).
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14 October 2002–7 May 2007
9 January 2017–11 January 2020
These suspensions show that conflict
still happens in Northern Ireland, although
thankfully it now tends to be political rather
than violent. The most recent suspension
was the result of the Renewable Heat
Incentive (RHI) scandal. The RHI scheme
was overseen by Arlene Foster of the DUP.
It was designed to encourage the use of
renewable energy by paying people a rate to
do so, but the rate turned out to be higher
than the cost of fuel. So businesses heated
previously unheated structures in order to
claim increased subsides and enlarge their
profits. The scandal reportedly cost the
public purse £500 million.
This came to light in 2016, when Foster
had become first minister. She refused
to resign, but Martin McGuinness of
Sinn Féin forced the issue by resigning
as deputy first minister, forcing Foster
to resign in accordance with powersharing rules. All talks to restore devolved
power broke down, until January 2020
when a power-sharing coalition was
re-established.

■

■■

■

Success?
Has devolution since 1998 proved
successful in Northern Ireland? This is
not a straightforward question to answer
(Table 1). Judgements will depend on
whether a comparison is made to the
success of devolution in Scotland and
Wales, or to Northern Ireland’s recent past
from the 1970s onwards. The complexity

■■

It is difficult to legislate with authority.
For example, in October 2019 Westminster
decided to bring Northern Irish abortion
and gay marriage laws in line with the rest
of the UK, resulting in fierce criticism from
the DUP.
It is difficult to get a Northern Ireland
perspective on issues without a dissolved
assembly. For example, Brexit negotiations
hinged on the future status of Northern
Ireland, but it was not easy to get
direction from a range of Northern Irish
parties.

of the situation continues to have broader
impacts on UK politics (Box 3), further
underlined by the 2019 general election
result, which saw the DUP lose two seats
to the SDLP, meaning that from 2019
nationalists and republican parties have a
greater number of Westminster MPs than
unionist parties.

Activity
1 Produce a mind map on the reasons why
devolution in Northern Ireland is different
from Wales and Scotland.
2 Work in pairs to write a speech that
defends the record of devolution in Northern
Ireland since 1998.

Mark Chesterton is an experienced
politics teacher.
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debate

Is humanitarian intervention a fo
William Bridges and Josh Marchant debate the question

YES
H

umanitarian intervention is imperialist
because states only intervene when it
is in their interest to do so. When a state
commits to intervene militarily in another’s
affairs, that state weakens international
law and infringes upon state sovereignty,
which has been the basis of international
relations since the Treaty of Westphalia
in 1648. It is significant that states only
intervene militarily when it is in their own
interests, because it is within this context
of ‘interest’ that Western humanitarian
intervention becomes imperialist.

Importance of definitions
Humanitarian intervention is the use of
military force, often by the West, in pursuit
of humanitarian ends rather than in pursuit
of more strategic goals. For example, the
intervention may be to uphold human
rights in a state where they are being
infringed upon, rather than seeking to
gain access to resources or to cause regime
change. However, particularly in twentyfirst century interventions, Western states
have advanced strategic goals through the
veil of humanitarian interventions.
Imperialism is often misunderstood
as being a nineteenth-century relic, but it
is still relevant in international relations,
although often hidden behind the rhetoric
of ‘humanitarian intervention’ in the West.
Imperialism can be understood as a state
wishing to extend its power or authority
beyond its borders. Therefore, a state that is
using its military to uphold human rights
in the middle east can be said to be acting
with imperialist intentions, because it is
trying to exert its power and — through
the spread of Western norms — authority
over another. This may be to demonstrate
the dominance of Western values over
states with different cultural and political
norms, and is often displayed through
humanitarian intervention.
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Therefore, humanitarian intervention is
just another form of Western imperialism.
While ‘upholding human rights’, states
are attempting to create moral pluralism
and are directly exerting their power and,
importantly, their authority beyond their
borders, undermining state sovereignty in
the process. The enforcement of respect
for human rights and the desire to spread
democracy to the ‘uncivilised’ world have
echoes of the West’s imperial past.

Eurofighter Typhoons
bound for Libya’s
no-fly zone in 2011

A theoretical perspective
Henry Kissinger, a realist, once argued
that the USA ‘has no permanent friends
or enemies, only interests’. This idea drove
US foreign policy for decades and reflects
the imperialist intent of the USA. In the
anarchic international system, states will
only act when they see an opportunity to
maximise their power and security.
The Rwandan genocide resulted in
the deaths of over 800,000 people in a
100-day period in 1994. There was a legitimate case for humanitarian intervention
to prevent genocide, and such intervention
would have been legal and justified under
the 1948 Genocide Convention. However,
the USA would have achieved no strategic
goals through intervention. Scarred by its
experience in Somalia, the USA did not
intervene. This undermines the ‘humanitarian’ interventions led by the West.
In contrast, the Western-led no-fly zone
over Libya in 2011 that saw the fall of
Muammar Gaddafi (a specific, if not public,
goal of the intervention), was justified by
the West on humanitarian grounds. The
United Nations Security Council invoked
the responsibility-to-protect doctrine, but
justification for immediate intervention on
humanitarian grounds was weak at best.
The West knew of Libyan human rights
abuses for decades.
Libya provides an excellent example of
the West using the banner of ‘humanitarian intervention’ to justify acting in an
imperialist manner. The no-fly zone led to
the achievement of a strategic goal: the fall
of Gaddafi. This highlights the importance

of realism in this debate and shows that,
when acting in its own interest when intervening militarily in other states’ affairs, the
West demonstrates imperialism.
It is difficult to argue that the West’s
humanitarian interventions are not
imperialist when they fail to protect
victims of genocide in Rwanda, yet are
capable of achieving the removal of
Muammar Gaddafi. In the anarchic
international system, dominated by
realists, states will only act to maximise
their power and security. In this sense,
humanitarian intervention can only be
considered imperialist.

Key terms
Anarchic international system The idea
that the world system is leaderless, with no
universal sovereign or worldwide government.
Realism The belief that world politics will
always be a field of conflict, due to different
actors pursuing power.
Responsibility-to-protect doctrine
A principle that obligates individual states and
the international community to protect people
from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing
and crimes against humanity.
State sovereignty The ability of a state to
exert absolute unlimited power and authority
within its own borders.

William Bridges teaches politics
at Bryanston School and is a UK
Parliament teacher ambassador.
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a form of Western imperialism?
by launching airstrikes. Accusations of
imperialism have lingered ever since,
but ultimately the intervention sought to
avert further mass killings. If even action
against acts of genocide is labelled as
imperialism, then the future of universal
human rights looks bleak.

POLITICSREVIEWExtras
For advice on answering Edexcel exam questions on
humanitarian intervention, see:
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreviewextras

NO
W

estern states are often accused of
selfish indifference to the suffering
in less fortunate parts of the world. However,
when the West refuses to be a bystander
to human rights abuses and launches a
humanitarian intervention, a charge of
imperialism often follows. While Western
foreign policy has often been flawed and
inconsistent, it is mistaken to dismiss all
interventions as imperial ventures.

Sovereignty is conditional
It is widely accepted that a state has the
right to manage its internal affairs, free
from the meddling of foreign actors.
However, rights incur responsibilities, and
a state also has a duty to protect its citizens.
Once a state persecutes rather than protects
its population, sovereignty becomes just
an excuse for tyranny. This is why the
United Nations adopted the responsibilityto-protect (R2P) doctrine in 2005. World
leaders affirmed that a state forfeits its
sovereignty when it fails to protect its
people from the most severe human rights
abuses. In this situation, the international
community is duty-bound to act.
NATO’s 2011 intervention in Libya is
a useful example of the R2P doctrine in
action. Amid unrest, protests and calls
for democracy, Libyan dictator Muammar
Gaddafi urged his people to ‘exterminate
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
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the traitors, infidels and rats’. Fearing
a bloodbath, NATO intervened and
enforced a no-fly zone. Despite claims
of imperialism, the intervention did
not violate international law — it was
authorised by the United Nations. Nor
was it based on explicitly Western values
— the Arab League gave its approval.
Critics have valid misgivings about
the Libyan intervention, not least the
failure to plan for its aftermath. However,
despite its many flaws, intervention in
Libya illustrates how the international
community can legitimately take action to
stop oppressive regimes using sovereignty
to shield their crimes.

Moral, not imperialist
Some people question the motivation of
intervention, suspecting that self-interest is
the true driving force. There are, however,
circumstances where states agree there is a
moral imperative to defend those beyond
their borders. For example, as of 2019, 150
states were party to the Genocide Convention. The treaty requires its signatories
to prevent and punish genocide, recognising that it is a crime under international
law. This promise has not always been
honoured, but states should not abandon
it for fear of being labelled imperialists.
In 1995, during the Bosnian War,
Serbian forces massacred 8,000 civilians
at Srebrenica in an act of genocide. Four
years later, as Yugoslavia continued to
fragment, NATO feared further bloodshed
was imminent in Kosovo and intervened

Inconsistency is not
imperialism
It is unconvincing to claim that Western
foreign policy is imperialist because intervention is too selective and limited.
Imperialism requires action. Well-founded
criticism can be made of Western powers for
neglecting those in need and for tolerating
oppression. Inaction against suffering
in Yemen, the plight of the Rohingya in
Myanmar, and the persecution of Uighurs in
China may haunt this generation in future.
Depending on your perspective, the lack
of appetite for intervention in these cases
might make the West simply cautious and
pragmatic, or inconsistent and hypocritical.
Either way, it does not amount to
imperialism, because inaction does not
expand Western influence. If anything,
recent reluctance to intervene is a reminder
of the West’s limitations. Unlike in the postCold War period, US hegemony is waning,
the world order is becoming multipolar
and great power rivalries are resurfacing.
The case of Syria illustrates how the West
is neither willing nor able to assert itself
effectively in the region. President Assad
remains secure as the civil war continues,
chiefly because, despite Western opposition,
his regime has the backing of Russia.

Conclusion
No state has a perfect foreign policy.
Prominent Western powers like the USA,
UK and France have, at times, sought a
principled one, and attempted to honour
commitments to protect human rights.
Some of their interventions may have been
ill-conceived and some may be overdue, but
it is inaccurate to label every effort to defend
human rights abroad as imperialism.
Josh Marchant is head of politics at
Roedean School.
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Your guide
to the 2020
US presidential
election
Anthony J. Bennett

Trying to make sense of the 2020 US presidential
election? Anthony Bennett provides a clear overview of
what has already happened, what is about to happen,
and what previous election cycles can teach us

A

US presidential election is a long,
complicated, exhausting and expensive
process. But does it test the presidential
qualities of the candidates? Does it give the
USA the president it both wants and needs? Will the
winner make an effective chief executive and a fitting
head of state? Understanding the following concepts
will help you follow developments in the months ahead.

Constitutional requirements
Article II of the Constitution states three qualifications
needed to be eligible to become president. A candidate
must be the following:
■ At least 35 years old (John F. Kennedy was the
youngest elected president at 43, Trump the oldest at 70).
■ A natural-born American citizen.
■ Resident in the USA for at least 14 years.
According to the 22nd Amendment of 1951, a
candidate cannot already have served two full terms
as president.
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The invisible primary
Things start early in US presidential elections. Donald
Trump launched his 2020 re-election campaign on
18 February 2017, just 1 month into his first term. Before
the end of that year he already had two Democratic
challengers.
The period between when candidates start to
announce and the beginning of the primaries is
known as the invisible primary, because there usually
isn’t much to see. Most of the activity (fundraising,
organising, planning) goes on behind the scenes. But
there was quite a bit to see in this cycle’s invisible
primary. Trump held frequent rallies to advertise his
new slogan (‘Keep America Great’) and his Democratic
rivals toured key states and held a series of nationally
televised debates with each other. By June 2019,
there were over 20 declared Democratic presidential
candidates — a record. Also, a few lesser-known
Republicans announced they were challenging Trump
for the Republican nomination.
Politics Review April 2020
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Table 1 Incumbent presidents running for re-election
1964–2012

Incumbent winners

Incumbent losers

Lyndon Johnson, 1964 (D)
Richard Nixon, 1972 (R)
Ronald Reagan, 1984 (R)
Bill Clinton, 1996 (D)
George W. Bush, 2004 (R)
Barack Obama, 2012 (D)

Gerald Ford, 1976 (R)
Jimmy Carter, 1980 (D)
George H. W. Bush, 1992 (R)

Presidential re-election bids
An incumbent president has run for re-election in nine
of the 15 elections between 1960 and 2016. The last
three all won (Table 1).
The lesson is that it’s difficult to defeat an incumbent
president running for a second term. The three losers
had two important things in common:
■ All faced a significant challenge from within their
own party in the primaries.
■ All were seeking re-election at a time of economic
difficulty.
Therefore, incumbent presidents want to avoid
primary challengers and economic downturns in
election year. Trump has certainly avoided the former
and might well avoid the latter in 2020. The big
advantages for a sitting president are the trappings
of the office itself. Nobody else arrives at campaign
rallies aboard Air Force One or can so easily get media
attention.
However, there can be disadvantages. An incumbent
has a record to defend. Did they keep the promises they
made in the previous election? And if the electorate
are in a ‘time for change’ mood, then it’s difficult for
an incumbent to present as the candidate of change.
An incumbent always hopes the electorate are in a
‘continuity’ rather than a ‘change’ mood. Which is the
prevailing mood in 2020?

Primaries and caucuses
The state-based primaries and caucuses kicked off in
February and run through until early June (Box 1).
They have two functions:
■ to show popularity for would-be candidates
■ to choose delegates, committed to specific
candidates, to go to the party’s national convention
A presidential primary is a state-based election to
choose a party’s candidate for the presidency. Any
registered voter can vote in a primary. A presidential
caucus is a state-based series of meetings to choose
a party’s candidate for the presidency. Again, any
registered voter can vote in a caucus.
Primaries and caucuses are simply two different
ways of doing the same thing. The 2020 election cycle
has seen a significant decline in the number of states
holding caucuses in the Democratic Party — down from
14 states in 2016 to just three in 2020. This will help
the party’s more centrist and better-known candidates.
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Box 1

What happened in Iowa and
New Hampshire?

President
Trump’s
re-election
campaign is
well underway

The Iowa Democratic caucuses were held on 3 February 2020.
A failure of the counting software led to inaccurate votes
being declared in hundreds of precincts, leading to a delay
of several days before results were finally confirmed. The 41
pledged delegates (those committed to voting according to
the outcome of the caucus) were allocated as follows:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Pete Buttigieg: 13 delegates from 25% of the vote
Bernie Sanders: 12 delegates from 26.5% of the vote
Elizabeth Warren: 8 delegates from 20.2% of the vote
Joe Biden: 6 delegates from 13.7% of the vote
Amy Klobuchar: 1 delegate from 12.2% of the vote

The New Hampshire Democratic primary took place on
11 February and saw the 24 pledged delegates awarded
as follows:
■■
■■
■■

Bernie Sanders: 9 delegates from 25.6% of the vote
Pete Buttigieg: 9 delegates from 24.3% of the vote
Amy Klobuchar: 6 delegates from 19.7% of the vote

Neither Joe Biden nor Elizabeth Warren secured enough votes
in New Hampshire to receive delegates.
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Four of the Democratic presidential candidates
at a rally in Des Moines in January 2020
(Elizabeth Warren, Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders
and Pete Buttigieg)

Caucuses tended to favour more ideological, insurgent,
fringe candidates, like Bernie Sanders in 2016.
What’s crucial in the primaries is to perform well
in the early contests and to live up to — or exceed
— expectations. Therefore the early contests in Iowa,
New Hampshire and South Carolina are critical, as is
a candidate’s performance on ‘Super Tuesday’, when 14
states hold Democratic Party contests. The questions to
ask at this stage concerning Democratic Party voters are:
■ Are they really excited by the choices presented to
them? (This will be shown by levels of voter turnout.)
■ What are Democrats looking for? Experience or a
new face? New policies or electability?

Choosing a running mate
Once the presidential candidates are known, they
need to choose their vice-presidential candidates —
their running-mates. This occurs in the days before
the conventions. For the last four decades, incumbent
presidents running for a second term have kept their
vice president on the ticket. Will President Trump
follow this pattern in 2020 and keep Mike Pence on the
Republican ticket, or will he try to freshen things up by
choosing someone more youthful or less establishment?
All eyes will be on who the eventual Democratic
candidate chooses as their running mate. What strategy
will they use in making the choice?
■ Will they ‘balance the ticket’ by choosing someone
quite different (in age, gender, experience) from
themselves?
■ Will they choose one of their former rivals and thus
unite the party?
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Although the media makes a huge deal out of this
moment in the campaign, in reality the vice-presidential
pick rarely turns out to be all that important. The rule
of thumb in making the choice is said to be ‘Do no
harm’ — note John McCain’s slip-up in this regard
when he chose the little-known governor of Alaska,
Sarah Palin, as his running mate in 2008.

National party conventions
In the summer it’s time for both parties to hold their
national conventions. In 2020, the Democratic National
Convention will be held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on
13–16 July. The Republican National Convention will
be held in Charlotte, North Carolina, on 24–27 August.
Amid all the razzmatazz, hoopla and balloons, do these
conventions serve any significant purpose? The answer
is yes — but not as much as they used to.
The conventions provide important opportunities
to do the following:
■ Boost the poll ratings of the party’s presidential
candidate — what’s known as the convention bounce.
■ Lay out the party’s key policies.
■ Enthuse the party faithful to campaign for the ticket.
■ Reunite the party after the primaries.
But almost every pundit agreed in 2016 that Hillary
Clinton and the Democrats had a far more successful
convention than did Donald Trump and the Republicans,
and we all know who ended up in the White House…

The general election campaign
This stage will probably begin unofficially as soon
as the Democrats leave Milwaukee in mid-July. The
Politics Review April 2020
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campaign then runs through September and
October and ends on 2 November. Watch out for the
following:
■ Are there any third-party candidates who might take
a significant number of votes away from one of the two
major parties?
■ Who has raised the most money, and who spends
their money most effectively?
■ Are there any knock-out blows during the television
debates?
■ Will there be an October surprise? This is an event
occurring late in the presidential campaign to the
disadvantage of one candidate, with little or no time
to recover before election day. For example, in October
2000 the media revealed that George W. Bush had a
conviction for drink-driving.
■ Who’s leading the polls in the swing states? In most
states, the result will be fairly predictable. But it’s in the
swing states that the election will be won or lost. Such
states include Florida, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Virginia and Wisconsin. Between them they control
106 Electoral College votes.

The Electoral College
The election is not won by who gets the most votes
across the country on election day — as Hillary Clinton
found out in 2016. The winner is decided by the Electoral
College (Box 2). That’s why it’s important to look at the
state-by-state polling — especially in the swing states

Box 2

How the Electoral College works
■■

■■

■■
■■

■■

Each state has a certain number of Electoral College
votes (ECVs).
This equals the number of House members and senators
for each state (e.g. California 53 + 2 = 55, Wyoming
1 + 2 = 3).
There are a total of 538 ECVs.
To win the presidency a candidate needs an absolute
majority of 270 ECVs.
In 48 states, the winner of the statewide vote wins all of
that state’s ECVs. The exceptions are Maine and Nebraska.

— rather than who’s ahead in national polls, which are
largely irrelevant.
Because of the way the system works, it’s the states
with the largest populations that are most important
for a candidate to win, especially large swing states like
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Florida. Twice in the past five
elections (2000 and 2016) the winner of the national
popular vote lost in the Electoral College. Will this
happen again?
Anthony J. Bennett is an experienced author
and member of the POLITICS REVIEW editorial
board.
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focus on…

T

he concept of realignment describes
a major change in the support base for
a candidate or party in a US presidential
or congressional election. A critical election
can see specific groups or classes of voters
change their party allegiance to ‘realign’
with another political party or candidate.
These political realignments can be caused
by ideological changes within parties, by
policy choices made by particular presidents,
or by major cultural or economic changes.
Such changes in partisan alignment often
last for decades, replacing previous patterns.

1932
The economic depression prompted by the
1929 Wall Street Crash saw the electoral
map of the USA completely recoloured,
with red Republican dominance under
Herbert Hoover swept away by a blue wave
of support for Franklin D. Roosevelt and
the Democrats. Roosevelt was able to forge
an entirely new and unlikely electoral ‘New
Deal coalition’ of voters, encompassing
the white south, industrial labour unions,
and northern African-Americans (who had
previously been denied the vote or had
voted Republican) among others.
Roosevelt won the Electoral College
(see p. 33) 472 to 59 in 1932. He went on to
oversee a massive overhaul of American politics, with federal government intervention
on a never-before-seen scale. Roosevelt’s
legacy still largely defines the Democratic
Party, much in the same way as support for
the National Health Service defines the UK
Labour Party.

1964 and 1968
Whereas the Great Depression and the
New Deal were the dominant economic
and cultural influences in the 1930s, civil
rights became the focus in the 1950s and
60s. After a long period of dominance,
the 1964 presidential election saw the
Democrats ‘lose the south’.
Even while winning a landslide in 1964,
Lyndon B. Johnson was unable to hold the
formerly ‘solid south’ states of Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and South
Carolina. This was a consequence of the
civil rights agenda of the Democratic
Party under Johnson and his predecessor

Herbert Hoover
congratulating
Franklin D. Roosevelt
on the day of FDR’s
inauguration in 1933

Realignment
elections in
the USA
John F. Kennedy, culminating in the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. In the 1968 election,
Republican Richard Nixon ran an innovative ‘southern strategy’ calling for ‘states
rights’ and an end to federal government
interference.
The 1964 and 1968 elections saw 80% of
African-Americans support the Democrats
(up from 50%). Democrats continue to
receive strong support from AfricanAmericans, just as the deep south is still
safely red.

2016
The election of Donald Trump in 2016
was arguably a realignment election,
though it may be too early to assess its
lasting impact. The Republicans achieved
a clean sweep of White House, Senate and
House of Representatives, amid notable
changes to their support base. Trump won
in the usually Democrat-leaning ‘blue
wall states’ of Pennsylvania, Wisconsin

and Michigan, representing a shift in the
loyalties of blue-collar voters in support
of his industrial strategy. Trump also did
well in the northeast, coming close in New
Hampshire, Minnesota and Maine.
Though the Republicans gained a remarkable level of control at state level, holding 33
governorships and control of 32 state legislatures, they went on to lose control of
the House of Representatives in the 2018
midterms, so it remains to be seen if the
apparent shift towards a new populist conservatism is sustained. Much will depend on
Trump’s economic record and whether he is
perceived as being ‘on track’ with his ‘make
America great again’ agenda. The impeachment process launched by House Democrats
in September 2019 may also have an impact
on support for Trump in the 2020 election
(if he makes it that far).
Luke Watson teaches politics at
Aquinas Sixth Form College, Stockport.
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